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Abstract
We consider the self-force on a charged particle moving in a curved spacetime with a background
electromagnetic field, extending previous studies to situations in which gravitational and electro-
magnetic perturbations are comparable. The formal expression f retα for the self-force on a particle,
written in terms of the retarded perturbed fields, is divergent, and a renormalization is needed to
find the particle’s acceleration at linear order in its mass m and charge e. We assume that, as in
previous work in a Lorenz gauge, the renormalization for accelerated motion comprises an angle
average and mass renormalization. Using the short distance expansion of the perturbed electro-
magnetic and gravitational fields, we show that the renormalization is equivalent to that obtained
from a mode sum regularization in which one subtracts from the expression for the self-force in
terms of the retarded fields a singular part field comprising only the leading and subleading terms
in the mode sum. The most striking part of our result, arising from a remarkable cancellation, is
that the renormalization involves no mixing of electromagnetic and gravitational fields. In partic-
ular, the renormalized mass is obtained by subtracting (1) the purely electromagnetic contribution
from a point charge moving along an accelerated trajectory and (2) the purely gravitational con-
tribution from a point mass moving along the same trajectory. In a mode-sum regularization,
the same cancellation implies that the required regularization parameters are sums of their purely
electromagnetic and gravitational values.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The last fifteen years have seen a number of papers dealing with the self-force on a small
mass m, modeled as a particle moving on a background spacetime, and on the analogous
problem for a charge e or scalar charge q (see reviews by Barack [1] and Poisson et al. [2]).
The work on motion of a small mass has been restricted to uncharged particles whose motion
at zeroth order in m is a geodesic of an unperturbed vacuum spacetime; corresponding
work on charged particles has assumed a negligible contribution to the self-force from the
perturbed gravitational field. The primary motivation has been to study extreme mass-ratio
inspiral (EMRI), the inspiral of stellar-size black holes or neutron stars orbiting supermassive
galactic black holes, with the electromagnetic and scalar studies serving as toy problems.
There has, however, been recent interest in whether self-force plays a fundamental role in
enforcing cosmic censorship by preventing one from overcharging (or overspinning) a near-
extreme black hole [3–6]. In this context, one would like to analyze scenarios in which
gravitational and electromagnetic perturbations have comparable magnitude.
A charged particle moving on a smooth background spacetime M, gαβ with electromag-
netic field Fαβ has trajectory z(τ) satisfying the Lorentz force law
maα = eFαβu
β, (1)
For a smooth perturbation gαβ +hαβ, Fαβ + δFαβ of the geometry and electromagnetic field,
the 4-velocity u¯α of the perturbed trajectory satisfies
mu¯β∇βu¯α − eFαβu¯β = δFαβ uβ − qδα(∇βhγδ −
1
2
∇δhβγ)uβuγ := fα = fEMα + fGRα , (2)
with u¯α normalized by the background metric,
gαβu¯
αu¯β = −1. (3)
When the perturbation is due to the retarded fields of the particle itself, the formal expression
(2) for the self-force, with f retα = f
α[hret, δF ret], diverges at the particle. Mino et al. [7]
and Quinn and Wald [8] obtained equivalent prescriptions for renormalizing f retα , following
work by DeWitt and Brehme [9] (corrected by Hobbs [10]) on a charged particle moving in
a vacuum background spacetime.1
1 The most recent and rigorous work justifying this MiSaTaQuWa renormalization uses variants of matched
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When the unperturbed motion is geodesic, the renormalized self-force at a point z of the
particle’s trajectory can be obtained as the ρ → 0 limit of an angle average of f retα over a
sphere Sρ of geodesic distance ρ from z [14]. Explicitly,
f renα (z) = lim
ρ→0
〈f retα 〉ρ = lim
ρ→0
∫
Sρ
dΩf retα , (4)
where the components f retα are given in Riemann normal coordinates (RNCs) centered at
z. (Equivalently, the average is taken in the tangent space at z with f retα pulled back by
the exponential map.) When the trajectory is accelerated, we show in a previous paper [15]
(henceforth Paper I) that the angle average leaves a term proportional to aα/ρ, which can be
regarded as a renormalization of the mass. The renormalized self-force on an electromagnetic
or scalar charge moving on an accelerated trajectory has the form
f renα = lim
ρ→0
〈f retα 〉ρ −msing(ρ)aα, (5)
with msing(ρ) ∝ ρ−1. For the more general situation we consider here, with electromagnetic
and gravitational perturbations each contributing to the self-force, we again assume that
f renα is given by Eq. (5).
We find that msing is a sum msing = mGR + mEM of gravitational and electromagnetic
parts. mGR is proportional to m2 and comes solely from the gravitational perturbation
associated with the accelerated motion of a mass m; mEM is proportional to e2 and comes
solely from the electromagnetic perturbation associated with the motion of a charge e.
Contributions to f singα from terms proportional to em are equal and opposite and give no
net mixed contribution to msing.
We show that this renormalization is equivalent to performing an angle average after
subtracting a singular part of f retα associated with the short-distance expansion of the per-
turbations hαβ and δAα to subleading order in . An independent calculation by Zimmerman
and Poisson finds the Detweiler-Whiting forms of the singular fields hSαβ and δ
SAα and the
corresponding form fSα of the singular part of the expression for the self force, and our
renormalizations agree.
asymptotic expansion to find the motion of small bodies in the limit where the size of the body and
its mass (or charge) simultaneously shrink to zero. See Gralla et al. [11, 12] (with a formal proof for
an electromagnetic charge), Pound [13], and Poisson et al. [2], who also review the history and give a
comprehensive bibliography.
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Most explicit calculations of the self-force on particles moving in Kerr or Schwarzschild
geometries, however, have used a mode-sum form of the renormalization introduced by
Barack and Ori [16, 17], with early development and first applications by them, by Mino
et al., and by Burko [18–20] (see Refs. [1, 2] for reviews of later work). Here one expresses
f singα and f
ret
α as sums of angular harmonics on a sphere through the particle, writing the
renormalized self-force as the convergent sum
∞∑
`=0
(f ret,`α − f sing,`α ), with f ret,`α and f sing,`α each
a sum over m of its `, m harmonics. Paper I extended to accelerated motion a fundamental
feature of this mode sum in a Lorenz or smoothly related gauge: Only the leading and
subleading terms in `−1 give nonzero contributions to the singular expression for the self-
force. For a point particle with scalar or electromagnetic charge, and for a point mass, f sing,`α
has the form
f sing,`±α = ±AαL+Bα, (6)
where L = ` + 1/2, Aα and Bα are independent of `, and the sign ± refers to a limit of
the direction-dependent singular expression taken as one approaches the sphere through the
particle from the outside or inside. We show here that the same form holds for a charged
particle moving in an electrovac spacetime. The coupling of electromagnetic and gravita-
tional perturbations in the Einstein-Maxwell system means that the renormalized self-force
has mixed contributions proportional to em, but no such mixed terms arise in the renor-
malization: The cancellation mentioned above implies that the regularization parameters Aα
and Bα are just the sums of their values for purely gravitational and purely electromagnetic
contributions to the terms arising in mode-sum regularization of an accelerated particle e,m.
(Higher order regularization parameters are useful for convergence, and they presumably do
involve mixed terms, but they multiply vanishing sums.)
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. II, we find explicit expansions in RNCs for
the electromagnetic and gravitational perturbations produced by a particle of mass m and
charge e moving in an electrovac background spacetime. These expansions can be identified
with the singular parts hsingαβ and δAα of the perturbations and provide an expression for
the f singα , again to subleading order. We obtain the cancellation of mixed gravitational
and electromagnetic terms (terms proportional to em) mentioned above, and write the
explicit expression for the mass renormalization. In Sect. (III), we obtain the regularization
parameters Aα and Bα required for mode-sum regularization of the self-force. They are
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the simply the sum of terms previously obtained in Paper I for accelerated charges and
accelerated masses, respectively. Finally, using forms for the perturbed gravitational and
scalar field of particle with scalar charge moving in a scalarvac spactime provided by Poisson
and Zimmerman [21], we show that in the renormalization of the self-force, the contributions
of gravitational and electromagnetic fields are similarly decoupled.
II. SELF-FORCE IN ELECTROVAC SPACETIMES
We consider a point particle of mass m and charge e moving with trajectory z(τ) in a
smooth electrovac spacetime, (M, gαβ, Fαβ), with Fαβ a sourcefree electromagnetic field. The
metric gαβ of the background spacetime then has as its source the stress-energy tensor of
Fαβ,
Gαβ = 8piTαβ = 2
(
FαµF
µ
β −
1
4
gαβF
µνFµν
)
, (7)
where Fαβ satisfies
∇βFαβ = 0, ∇[αFβδ] = 0. (8)
We are interested in the self-force per unit mass on the particle at linear order in m and
e. To make this precise, one could consider a family of solutions gαβ(m, e), Fαβ(m, e) whose
source for nonzero m and e is a body of finite extent, where e/m has a finite limit as m→ 0
and where the characteristic spatial length of the body is, like e, linear in m for small m.
At m = 0, the spacetime is the electrovac background, and the m→ 0 limit of the family of
trajectories is given by the Lorentz force law of that background,
aα =
e
m
Fαβu
β, (9)
where uα is the particle’s velocity, and aα = uβ∇βuα is its acceleration relative to the
background geometry, and ∇α is the covariant derivative of the background metric. The
self-force arises from the perturbations in the gravitational and electromagnetic fields due
to the body. We denote by δQ the linear perturbation in a quantity Q(m, e),
δQ := m
∂
∂m
Q(m, e)
∣∣∣∣
(m,e)=(0,0)
+ e
∂
∂e
Q(m, e)
∣∣∣∣
(m,e)=(0,0)
. (10)
Then Q(m, e) = Q + δQ + O(m2, em, e2), where Q ≡ Q(0, 0). The perturbations hαβ =
δgαβ and δFαβ are the linearized gravitational and electromagnetic fields of a point particle
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with trajectory satisfying Eq. (9). In the problems that motivate this approximation, the
background spacetime is nonradiative and the perturbations are the retarded fields hretαβ and
δF retαβ of the particle, but the renormalization procedure is unrelated to these restrictions.
In the remainder of the paper, as in the previous paragraph, the symbols gαβ and Fαβ
will refer to the background metric and electromagnetic field, and all indices will be raised
and lowered by the background metric.
We assume that, to linear order in the perturbed fields, the trajectory z(τ) of the particle
satisfies the renormalized Lorentz-force law equation associated with the perturbed metric
gαβ + hαβ and electromagnetic field Fαβ + δFαβ,
muβ(m, e)∇βuα(m, e) = euβ(m, e)Fαβ + f renα +O(m2, em, e2). (11)
where f renα is obtained from the formal expression (2) for the self-force by angle average and
mass renormalization, as in Eq. (5).
We will show that the renormalization of Eq. (5) is equivalent to separate renormaliza-
tion of the electromagnetic and gravitational contributions to the self-force fα. It will then
follow that in the mode-sum renormalization, there is no mixing of gravitational and electro-
magnetic parts: The renormalization is equivalent to subtracting (1) a singular expression
f singα = f
EM,sing
α +f
GR,sing
α , where f
EM,sing
α is the purely electromagnetic contribution from a
point charge moving along an accelerated trajectory (with no perturbed gravitational field);
and fGR,singα is the the purely gravitational contribution from a point mass moving along the
same trajectory that would arise if there were no perturbed electromagnetic field.
We consider the field in a convex normal neighborhood C of the event z(0), denote by x
any point of C and by  the length of the unique geodesic from z(0) to x. We choose τ = 0
at the position of the particle where we renormalize.
We work in a Lorenz gauge for each field: Introducing the trace-reversed metric pertur-
bation
γαβ = hαβ − 1
2
gαβh
δ
δ (12)
and a vector potential δAα for which δFαβ = ∇αδAβ −∇βδAα, we have
∇βγαβ = 0, ∇βδAβ = 0. (13)
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FIG. 1: The particle trajectory z(τ). Two null vectors yα(τret) and yα(τadv) are tangent to future-
and past-directed null geodesics from points along the trajectory to a field point x. A geodesic
from z(0) to x has length .
In this gauge, the perturbed Einstein equation, δGαβ = 8piδTαβ, has the form
− 2δGαβ = γαβ + 2Ω γ δα β γγδ
= −16pim
∫
uαuβδ
(4)(x, z(τ))dτ − 8
(
F δ(α δ
γ
β) −
1
4
gαβF
γδ
)
δFγδ
+
[
4F γα F
δ
β − 2FαF β gγδ − gαβF γF δ + FγF γ
(
δγαδ
δ
β +
1
2
gαβg
γδ
)]
γγδ,
(14)
where  = ∇α∇α and
Ω γ δα β := R
γ δ
(α β) −Rγ(αδδβ) −
1
2
gαβR
γδ +
1
2
Rδγ(αδ
δ
β). (15)
To make the notation more concise, we combine the last line of Eq. (14) with the term
2Ω γ δα β γγδ to write
γαβ+2Ωˆ γ δα β γγδ = −16pim
∫
uαuβδ
(4)(x, z(τ))dτ−16
(
F
[δ
(α δ
γ]
β) −
1
4
gαβF
γδ
)
∂γδAδ, (16)
with
Ωˆ γ δα β := Ω
γ δ
α β − 2F γ(α F δβ) + F (β Fα)gγδ + gαβF γF δ −
1
2
FγF
γ
(
δγ(αδ
δ
β) −
1
2
gαβg
γδ
)
. (17)
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The perturbed Maxwell equation, δ(∇βFαβ) = 4piδjα, is given by
δAα−RβαδAβ = −4pie
∫
uαδ
(4)(x, z(τ))dτ−∇β
[(
F γβ δ
δ
α + F
δ
α δ
γ
β −
1
2
gγδFαβ
)
γγδ
]
. (18)
To find the singular behavior of the perturbed fields γαβ and δAα, we follow the for-
malism described in Paper I [15]. We introduce Riemann normal coordinates (RNCs) {xµ}
with origin at z(0) and find the coordinate expansion of the perturbed fields. As in the
case of particles with purely electromagnetic or gravitational interactions, the angle-average
renormalization of Eq. (5) is equivalent to identifying and subtracting from f retα a singu-
lar part f sing,α, for which the difference f retα − f sing,α is continuous at the position of the
particle. The singular expression f singα is in turn obtained from Eq. (2) by replacing γαβ
and δAα by singular parts γ
sing
αβ and δA
sing
α of the perturbed fields. As shown in Paper I,
this prescription, inspired by the work of Gralla and Wald [11], agrees exactly with the
Detweiler-Whiting singular field [22] when we apply it to scalar, or electric charges in any
spacetime and for point masses in vacuum. A comparison with the singular potentials found
by Poisson and Zimmerman [21] using the Detweiler-Whiting singular fields shows that
shows that the angle-average renormalization is again equivalent to the renormalizing using
the Detweiler-Whiting prescription for the renormalized Green’s functions.
Our approach to expanding the perturbed fields is tailored to the mode-sum regularization
methods pioneered by Barack and Ori [16]. We decompose the field perturbations into two
pieces, γαβ = Iγαβ + IIγαβ and δA = IAα + IIAα, satisfying
 Iγαβ + 2Ωˆ γ δα β Iγγδ = −16pim
∫
uαuβδ
(4)(x, z(τ))dτ , (19)
 IAα −RβαIAβ = −4pie
∫
uαδ
(4)(x, z(τ))dτ, (20)
and
 IIγαβ + 2Ωˆ γ δα β IIγγδ = −16Λ γδαβ ∂γδAδ, (21)
 IIAα −RβαIIAβ = −2∇β
[
Λγδαβγγδ
]
, (22)
where
Λ γδαβ = F
[δ
(α δ
γ]
β) −
1
4
gαβF
γδ. (23)
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At dominant order in  for each of the four pieces, this is the decomposition of Eq. (10):
Iγαβ = m
∂
∂m
γαβ(m, e)
∣∣∣∣
(m,e)=(0,0)
[1 +O()] , (24a)
IIγαβ = e
∂
∂e
γαβ(m, e)
∣∣∣∣
(m,e)=(0,0)
[1 +O()] , (24b)
IAα = e
∂
∂e
Aα(m, e)
∣∣∣∣
(m,e)=(0,0)
[1 +O()] , (24c)
IIAα = m
∂
∂m
Aα(m, e)
∣∣∣∣
(m,e)=(0,0)
[1 +O()] . (24d)
We can quickly find the short-distance (Hadamard) expansion of the solutions to Eqs. (19)
and (20), because their forms are nearly identical, respectively, to the equations governing
the gravitational perturbation due to a massive particle with no charge, and to the electro-
magnetic perturbation due to a charged particle whose gravitational perturbation can be
neglected. Eq. (20) is in fact the electromagnetic perturbation equation of a spacetime with
no background electromagnetic field, but with the present background metric; its formal
solutions are reviewed by Poisson et al. [2] and by the present authors in Paper I. Eq. (19)
differs from the equation governing the metric perturbation of a point mass in a vacuum
spacetime only by the substitution R γ δα β → Ωˆ γ δα β . As seen in Appendix I, the Hadamard
expansion of the field Iγαβ differs only by the same substitution from the formal expansion
found in Paper I for accelerated motion in a vacuum background.
The RNC expansions of solutions Iγαβ and IAα to Eqs. (19) and (20) are given by
1
m
Iγαβ =
4uαuβ − 8u(αaβ)uγxγ√
S
+ 4uµuνΩˆ
µ ν
(α β)
√
S
+
4xµxν√
S
[
(aαaβ + a˙(αuβ))(qµν + uµuν) + 2a(αuβ)aµuν −
u(αRβ)γσu
γ
3
(δµδ
σ
ν + u
δσµuν)
]
+ O(2). (25)
and
1
e
IAα =
uα − aαuβxβ√
S
+
(uαRγδ − 2uβRα(γδ)β)
12
√
S
[
δγµδ
δ
ν + u
γuδ(qµν + uµuν) + 2u
γδδνuµ
]
xµxν
+
[2aαuµaν + a˙α(qµν + uµuν)]x
µxν
2
√
S
+
6Rαβu
β − uαR
12
√
S +O(2),
(26)
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where 2S = qαβy
α
rety
β
ret + qαβy
α
advy
β
adv, where the vector y
α is tangent to the unique null
geodesic from the trajectory at z(τret) or z(τadv) to the field point x.
In Eqs. (21) and (22) for IIγαβ and IIAα, the left sides involve the same linear operators
as those of Eqs. (19) and (20). The right sides are constructed not only from the solutions
we have just obtained for Iγαβ and IAα but also from the fields IIγαβ and IIAα themselves.
We can obtain local solutions iteratively, noting that each solution is higher order in  than
its source. In particular, the leading terms in Iγαβ and IAα proportional to 1/
√
S0 give
dominant terms in IIγαβ and IIAα of subleading order, O(
0). The first iteration then uses
on the right side the leading terms in Iγαβ and IAα:
 IIγαβ +O(0) = −16eΛ γδαβ uδ|x=z(0)∂γ
(
1√
S0
)
(27)
 IIAα +O(0) = −8mΛ βγδα uγuδ|x=z(0)∂β
(
1√
S0
)
, (28)
where S0 = qαβx
αxβ.
Solving Eqs. (28) and (27) as RNC expansions, we find
IIγαβ = −8e
uδΛ
γδ
αβ qγx

√
S0
+O()
= −2m x
γ
√
S0
(
2a(αηβ)γ − 2 e
m
u(βFα)γ − ηαβaγ
)
+O(), (29)
IIAα = −4m
uγuδΛ
γδ
αβq
β
 x

√
S0
+O()
= − m√
S0
[
Fαβ +
m
e
(aαuβ − 2uαaβ)
]
xβ +O(). (30)
Here and from now on, when the symbols aα, u
α, qαβ and Fαβ appear without explicit x
dependence, they denote the values of the corresponding quantities at the position z(0) of
the particle.
This first iteration is already enough for our principal results: The singular part of the self-
force at leading and subleading order and, in particular, its contribution to the renormalized
mass are unchanged by the gravitational-electromagnetic coupling. The result is due to a
remarkable cancellation of the contributions to the self force from the two mixed terms.
That is, the contributions proportional to em in the electromagnetic and gravitational parts
of the self-force are equal and opposite. To see this, we compute the force using
fEMα = eδFαβu
β =
(
δβαu
δ − δδαuβ
)
∂βδAδ,
fGRα = −mqδα(∇βhγδ −
1
2
∇δhβγ)uβuγ = m
4
[
qβα
(
qγδ + uγuδ
)− 4qδαuβuγ]∇βγγδ. (31)
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Substituting IIγαβ and IIAα in Eqs. (29) and (30) gives the contributions proportional to
em, namely
IIf
EM
α = −emuβFγβ
(
δγα√
S0
− qαδx
δxγ
S
3/2
0
)
+O(0)
= −IIfGRα. (32)
Note that the angle-average of each contribution,
〈IIf s=1,2α〉 = ∓
2
3
emFαβu
β 1√
S0
= ∓2
3
m2√
S0
aα, (33)
is proportional to aα and would contribute to the mass renormalization if the terms did not
cancel.
The sums Iγαβ +II γαβ and IδAα +II δAα are the singular fields to O(
0):
γsingαβ = 4
muαuβ − 2
(
ma(αuβ)u + euδΛ
γδ
αβ qγ
)
x
√
S
+O(), (34)
δAsingα =
euα −
(
eaαu + 4muγuδΛ
γδ
αβq
β

)
x
√
S
+O(). (35)
We will now continue the iteration to obtain an O() contribution IIγαβ and IIAα by
including on the right side of Eqs. (21) and (22) their known expansions through O(0).
We obtain in this way the O() contribution to the singular fields γsingαβ and δA
sing
α up to a
homogeneous solution to the flat-space wave equation of the form P (2n)(x)/S
n−1/2
0 , where
P (2n) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2n in the coordinates {xµ}. Substituting the
expressions (34) and (35) for γαβ and δAα back into Eqs. (21) and (22) respectively, we have
IIγαβ + 2Ωˆ γ δα β IIγγδ = −16Λ γδαβ (x)∂γ
(
euδ + Aδx
 +O(2)√
S
)
, (36)
IIAα −RβαIIAβ = −∇β
[
Λγδαβ(x)
(
8muγuδ + 2γγδx
 +O(2)√
S
)
γγδ
]
. (37)
where Aαβ and γαβγ are defined by
Aαβ := −eaαuβ − 4mΛγδαuγuδqβ, (38)
γαβγ := −8
(
ma(αuβ)uγ + eΛαβδq
δ
γu

)
. (39)
The RNC expansion of Λ βαγδ (x) about z(0) is given by
Λ βαγδ (x) = Λ
βα
γδ |x=z(0) + Λ βαγδ x +O(2), (40)
12
where
Λ βαγδ  = ∂Λ
βα
γδ |x=z(0) =
(
∂F
[δ
(α δ
γ]
β) −
1
4
ηαβ∂F
γδ
)
x=z(0)
. (41)
Solving Eqs. (36) and (37) for IIγαβ and IIAα to O()) and adding the result to the
expansions of Iγαβ and IIAα, we obtain the singular fields to sub-subleading order, namely
γlocalαβ =
4muαuβ + γαβx

√
S
+
4mxγxδ
[(
aαaβ + a˙(αuβ)
)
(qγδ + uγuδ) + 2a(αuβ)aγuδ
]
√
S
− 4m
3
u(αRβ)γδq

λu
γxδxλ√
S
+ 4muγuδΩˆ
γ δ
α β
√
S + 4Λ γδαβ Aδ (u
uλ − δλ)
(
δλγ
√
S +
qγµx
µxλ√
S
)
+ 4euδΛ
γδ
αβ 
[
(uuλ − δλ)
qγµx
λxµ√
S
+ qγ
√
S
]
+O(2), (42)
and
δAlocalα =
euα + Aαβx
β
√
S
+ e
(
uαRγδ − 2uβRα(γδ)β
12
√
S
)[
δγµδ
δ
ν + 2u
γuµδ
δ
ν + u
γuδ (qµν + uµuν)
]
xµxν
+
e
2
[
2aαaδuγ + a˙α(qγδ + uγuδ)√
S
]
xγxδ +
e
2
uβRαβ
√
S + 4m
Λγδαβu
βuγuδuµaνx
µxν√
S
+
4muγuδΛ
γδ
αβ + Λ
γδ
αβγγδ
2
(uuλ − δλ)
(
ηλβ
√
S +
qβµx
λxµ√
S
)
+O(2). (43)
The fields γlocalαβ and δA
local
αβ coincide with the singular fields at leading and subleading
order. We could now impose conditions on the Green’s function analogous to those of
Eqs. (A4) and (A5) to complete the sub-subleading part of the singular field, and from it
compute the sub-subleading piece of the singular force, but we are saved the trouble: As
in Eqs. (42) and (43) the sub-subleading terms are functions even in the coordinates xµ.
Because the expressions for the self-force in Eqs. (31) are proportional to the gradients of
the potentials, they are odd in xµ and will therefore vanish upon angle averaging. The
remaining contributions to the self-force are at leading and and subleading order, O(−2)
and O(−1), and we have
f singα =
(
e2 −m2) [qαβxβ
S
3/2
0
− [qαβaγ (3ηδ − 2qδ)− aαqγδηβ] x
γxδxβx
S
5/2
0
]
+
(4m2 − e2)aα√
S0
+O(0). (44)
The term O(0) can be written as a seventh order polynomial in xµ divided by S
7/2
0 , man-
ifestly odd in the RNCs. This implies not only their angle average vanishes, but also that
they do not contribute to the regularization parameters in mode-sum regularization.
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With the cancellation of the mixed terms (terms proportional to em) in the expression for
the self-force, f singα at subleading order is unaltered by the coupling of the electromagnetic
and gravitational fields when it is written in terms of gαβ, uα, aα and the RNCs. A charge
e moving with this acceleration in a geometry with this metric but with no background
electromagnetic field has f singα given by the part of the present f
sing
α that is proportional to
e2; and, as shown in Paper I, a mass m, again moving on the same accelerated trajectory
but with non-gravitational interactions ignored, has an f singα given by the terms proportional
to m2. As we discuss in the next section only the leading and subleading regularization
parameters Aα and Bα are requrired for mode-sum regularization, and they are each simply
the sum of similarly independent electromagnetic and gravitational parameters.
In Appendix B, using the potentials obtained by Zimmerman and Poisson for a particle
of scalar charge q and mass m moving in a scalarvac spacetime, we find that the analogous
result holds. Again to subleading order, there is no mixed contribution to the singular
expression for the self-force; f singα is at this order the sum of its purely gravitational and
scalar terms; and the mode-sum regularization requires only parameters Aα and Bα that are
each the sum of independent gravitational and electromagnetic parameters.
III. MODE-SUM REGULARIZATION
In mode-sum regularization, one decomposes retarded and singular fields in angular har-
monics associated with a given set of spherical coordinates. The method is commonly used
for black-hole spacetimes with Schwarzschild or Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, for example,
but the formalism is valid for arbitrary spherical coordinates (xˆµ) = (t, r, θ, φ) related in the
usual way to a smooth Cartesian chart (t, x1, x2, x3), for which 2-spheres of constant t and
r are in the domain of the chart. We choose t = 0 at the position z(0) of the particle and
denote its coordinates by (0, r0, θ0, φ0). Using the angular harmonic decomposition of the
field perturbations, one similarly decomposes f retα and f
sing
α as sums of of angular harmonics
on a sphere through the particle and writes the renormalized self-force as the convergent
sum
f renα =
∞∑
`=0
(f ret,`α − f sing,`α ), (45)
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where
f ret/sing,`α = lim
r→r0
∑`
m=−`
∫
dΩf ret/singα (0, r, θ0, φ0)Y¯`m(θ, φ). (46)
(Here f ret,`α and hence f
sing,`
α have leading terms whose sign depends on whether the r → 0
limit is taken from r < r0 or r > r0.) Because f
sing
α is defined only in a normal neighborhood
of z(0) one first arbitrarily extends it to a thickened 2-sphere, and f singα then refers to this
smooth extension. As mentioned in Sect. I, Paper I generalized to accelerated motion in
generic spacetimes a result found by Barack and Ori [16] for geodesic motion in Schwarzschild
and Kerr geometries, that f sing,` has the form AαL+Bα +O(L
−2), where L = `+ 1/2, Aα
and Bα are independent of `, and the convergent sum of the O(L
−2) part of f sing,` vanishes
in a Lorenz gauge.
The singular fields, γsingαβ and δA
sing
α , differ at subleading order from the values computed
in Paper I for accelerated motion of an electric charge e and of a point mass m. The difference
in the expression for the singular part of the self-force, however, coincides at subleading order,
with the sum of the electromagnetic and gravitational expressions in Paper I. As in Paper
I, the terms of this order have the form of a polynomial of odd degree in the RNCs, divided
by a half-integral power of S0, and that fact, together with the form of the leading and
subleading terms, implies Eq. (6). We then have the result
f renα =
∞∑
`=0
[f ret,`α − (AαL+Bα)], (47)
where the values of Aα and Bα are just the sums
Aα = A
GR
α + A
EM
α , Bα = B
GR
α +B
EM
α , (48)
of the gravitational and electromagnetic parameters obtained in Paper I from the perturbed
gravitational and electromagnetic fields of accelerated charges and masses associated with a
choice (t, r, θ, φ) of spherical coordinates. These are given in Eqs. (C20) and (C21) of Paper
I. We display the explicit values of Aα and Bα in Appendix C.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
With the assumption that one can renormalize the self-force on a charged point mass
moving in an electrovac spacetime by a combination of angle-average and mass renormal-
ization, we show that the renormalization can be done as if the equations for the perturbed
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electromagnetic and gravitational fields were decoupled. We showed that, as in the case of
uncoupled fields, the renormalized self-force can by obtained by a mode-sum regularization
that involves only the leading and subleading regularization parameters Aα and Bα; and
each of these parameters is a sum of their previously calculated values for purely electro-
magnetic and gravitational perturbations from an accelerated point charge and a point mass,
respectively. The renormalization we obtain is also equivalent to that found in independent
work by Zimmerman and Poisson. The perturbed fields are, of course, coupled, and the
renormalized self-force has mixed terms, terms proportional to em as well as to e2 and m2.
What has not yet been done is to extend to the coupled fields we consider here the under-
lying justification based on variants of matched asymptotic expansion for electromagnetic
or gravitational interactions alone. The equivalence of the several renormalization prescrip-
tions that we and Poisson and Zimmerman have considered, however, gives us confidence
that no surprise will emerge.
Finally, the results obtained here may be useful in studying the problem of overcharging
a black hole, with charged particles moving in a background Riessner-Nordstrom spacetime.
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Appendix A: Gravitational Green’s function in a non-vacuum spacetime
We will make extensive use of the treatment found in [2]. The goal is to find the Green’s
function Gαβγ′δ′(x, x
′), where x and x′ are two arbitrary points in a convex normal neigh-
borhood C, and unprimed and primed indices are tensor indices at x and x′, respectively.
When we apply this to solve for Iγαβ in Eq. (25), we set x
′ = z(0). We consider the purely
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gravitational Green’s function, the solution to
Gαβγ′δ′(x, x′) + 2Ωˆα βµ νG
µν
γ′δ′(x, x
′) = −4pig(αγ′ (x, x′)gβ)δ′ (x, x′)δ(4)(x, x′), (A1)
where gαγ′ (x, x
′) is the bivector of parallel transport, taking a vector, vγ
′
(x′), defined at
x′ and parallel transporting it along the unique geodesic connecting x and x′, resulting in
vα(x, x′) = gαγ′v
γ′(x′).
The retarded and advanced Green’s functions Gαβγ′δ′±(x, x
′) have the form,
Gαβγ′δ′±(x, x
′) = Uαβγ′δ′ (x, x
′)δ±(σ) + V
αβ
γ′δ′ (x, x
′)θ±(−σ), (A2)
where the distributions δ± and θ± are defined in Section 13 of [2], and σ is Synge’s world
function. Substituting Eq. (A2) into the left hand side of Eq. (A1), we find (with the
argument (x, x′) of bitensors suppressed)
Gαβγ′δ′ + 2Ωˆα βµ νG
µν
γ′δ′ = −4piUαβγ′δ′ δ(4)(x, x′) + δ′±(σ)
(
2Uαβγ′δ′;γ σ
γ + (σγγ − 4)Uαβγ′δ′
)
+ δ±(σ)
(
−2V αβγ′δ′;γ σγ + (2− σγγ )V αβγ′δ′ + (Uαβγ′δ′ + 2Ωˆα βµ νUµνγ′δ′ )
)
+ θ±(−σ)
(
V αβγ′δ′ + 2Ωˆα βµ νV
µν
γ′δ′
)
= −4pig(αγ′gβ)δ′δ(4)(x, x′). (A3)
In comparing this to the corresponding (unnumbered) equation in [2] (between Eq. 16.7 and
16.8), it is clear that the only difference is that the tensor Rα βγ δ is replaced here by Ωˆ
α β
γ δ.
Following the same technique used in [2], we require that the coefficients of δ′±(σ), δ±(σ),
and θ±(σ) separately vanish. We thereby find,
Uαβγ′δ′ (x, x
′) = g(αγ′ (x, x
′)gβ)δ′ (x, x
′)∆1/2(x, x′)
= g
(α
γ′ (x, x
′)gβ)δ′ (x, x
′)
(
1 +
1
12
Rγ′δ′σ
γ′σδ
′
+O(3)
)
, (A4)
and
V αβγ′δ′ (x
′, x′) =
δ
(α′
γ′δ
β′)
δ′R(x
′)
12
+ Ωˆα
′ β′
(γ′ δ′)(x
′). (A5)
Since R = 0 for electrovac, the only difference between the Hadamard expansions of a point
mass in vacuum and Iγαβ is in the bitensor V
αβ
γ′δ′ , where instead of the Riemann tensor we
have Ωˆα
′ β′
(γ′ δ′).
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Appendix B: Decoupling in renormalization of a massive scalar charge.
Using work on a massive scalar charge by Zimmerman and Poisson [21] (ZP), we verify
here that there is no cross-term at subleading order in the singular expression for the self-
force of a massive particle with scalar charge moving in a background scalarvac spacetime.
The result implies that, as in the case of a point charge in an electrovac spacetime, the
renormalized mass is obtained by subtracting (1) the scalar-field contribution from a point
charge moving along an accelerated trajectory and (2) the purely gravitational contribution
from a point mass moving along the same trajectory. In a mode-sum regularization, the
regularization parameters are then sums of their purely scalar and gravitational values.
Subleading terms in f singα proportional to qm arise from terms of order 
0 in Φsing that
are proportional to m and from terms of order 0 in γsingαβ that are proportional to q. We
consider first the contribution to the self-force from Φsing. From Eq. (6.19) of [21], written
in terms of our RNCs with origin at z(0), we have
Φsing =
1√
S0
[γ1U + uαx
αγ2U˙ +O(
2)], (B1)
where γ1 and γ2 are independent of the perturbed fields, with γ1[z(0)] = γ2[z(0)] = 1. From
Eq. (7.25) of ZP, U and U˙ have no terms proportional to m, implying that there is no qm
contribution to f singα from Φ
sing at subleading order, O(−1).
We turn next to the contribution from γsingαβ . The symbol rˆ in ZP is rˆ = ux
. Again
from Eq. (6.19),
γαβsing =
1
ρ
[γ1U
αβ + ux
γ2U˙
αβ +O(2)],
with (7.25) giving no term in Uαβ proportional to q and, in U˙αβ, the single term
q
∂
∂q
U˙αβ = −4qΦ˙uαuβ.
From (6.21), γ2 = 1 +O(), and the single term proportional to q in γ
αβ is then
q
∂
∂q
γαβ = −4uγx
γ
√
S0
qΦ˙uαuβ.
The contribution of this term to the self-force at subleading order is then
m
4
[
qβi (q
γδ + uγuδ)− 4qγi uβuδ
]
∇β γγδ
∣∣∣
t=0
= mqΦ˙
[
uβx
βqαγx
γ
S
3/2
0
]
t=0
= 0, (B2)
using ui = 0. We conclude that there is no contribution to the self force through subleading
order that is proportional to qm.
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Appendix C: Integrals for the B term
We give here the explicit forms of the regularization parameters Aα and Bα associated
with arbitrary spherical coordinates t, r, θ, φ, with (t0, r0, θ0, φ0) the coordinates of the po-
sition of the particle. The value of Aα is obtained as a limit r → r0 from r < r0 or r > r0,
and it is given by
Aα± = ∓(e2 −m2) sin θ0 qαr − qαθqθr/qθθ − qαφqφr/qφφ(
qφφqθθqrr − qφφq2θr − qθθq2φr
)1/2 . (C1)
In writing the components of Bα, it is helpful to define a tensor c
α
βγ at z(0), whose only
nonvanishing components are cθφφ = 4
−1 sin(2θ0) and c
φ
θφ = c
φ
φθ = −2−1 cot θ0. Then
Bα =
Pαβγδ
2pi
Iβγδ, (C2)
where
Pαβγδ = (e
2 −m2) [qαβaγ (3gδ − 2qδ)− aαqγδgβ + (3qβλqα − qαλqβ) cλγδ]
+ (4m2 − e2)aαqβγqδ (C3)
and the components Iαβγδ are zero unless all indices are either θ or φ. The nonzero values
of Iαβγδ are all proportional to functions of the quantities
α = sin2 θ0 qθθ/qφφ − 1 and β = 2 sin θ0 qθφ/qφφ. (C4)
To display them, we follow Barack [1], defining an integer N , 0 ≤ N ≤ 4, whose value is the
number of times the index φ occurs in the set {α, β, γ, δ}: N = δφα + δφβ + δφγ + δφδ . Then,
when each index of Iαβγδ is θ or φ,
Iαβγδ =
(sin θ0)
5−N
(α2 + β2)2(4α + 4− β2)3/2(Q/2)1/2
[
QI
(N)
K Kˆ(ω) + I
(N)
E Eˆ(ω)
]
, (C5)
where
Q = α + 2− (α2 + β2)1/2 and ω = 2(α
2 + β2)1/2
α + 2 + (α2 + β2)1/2
. (C6)
The various integrals for the B term, computed first in [23] are given below:
I
(0)
K = 4
[
12α3 + α2(8− 3β2)− 4αβ2 + β2(β2 − 8)] ,
I
(0)
E = −16
[
8α3 + α2(4− 7β2) + αβ2(β2 − 4)− β2(β2 + 4)] , (C7)
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I
(1)
K = 8β
[
9α2 − 2α(β2 − 4) + β2] ,
I
(1)
E = −4β
[
12α3 − α2(β2 − 52) + α(32− 12β2) + β2(3β2 + 4)] , (C8)
I
(2)
K = −4
[
8α3 − α2(β2 − 8)− 8αβ2 + β2(3β2 − 8)] ,
I
(2)
E = 8
[
4α4 + α3(β2 + 12) + α(β2 − 4)(3β2 − 2α) + 2β2(3β2 − 4)] , (C9)
I
(3)
K = 8β
[
α3 − 7α2 + α(3β2 − 8) + β2] ,
I
(3)
E = −4β
[
8α4 − 4α3 + α2(15β2 − 44) + 4α(5β2 − 8) + β2(3β2 + 4)] , (C10)
I
(4)
K = −4
[
4α4 − 4α3 + α2(7β2 − 8) + 12αβ2 − β2(β2 − 8)] ,
I
(4)
E = 16
[
4α5 + 4α4 + α3(7β2 − 4) + α2(11β2 − 4) + (2α + 1)β2(β2 + 4)] . (C11)
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